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SCHOTT AND CO. 
lktt;rche GuerriEre, pour le Piano 
Reverze, pour le Piano. 

Par Charles :Edward Stephens. 
THESE two pieces, evidently the work of a sound and 

thoughtfut musician, deserve to take high rank amongst the 
compositions specially designed for those pianists who de- 
sire to exercise their minds as well as their fingers. The 
March, based upon a well marked and attractive subject in 
D minor, is no fragmentary piece of common-place, such as 
we so frequently meet vrith composed " in honour" of some- 
bodyy but a well digested piece of music, the very faults of 
which arise from the display of too much scholarship. We 
like the theme with which it opens excessively, and also the 
second subject, in B flat major (its repetition in the tonic 
maior of the piece being highly effective), and there are 
some excellent points in the coda, the conclusion, where the 
subiect is accompanied by a continually ascending octave 
passage, being especially worthy of comanendation- but 
throughout the piece there is a superabundance of modula- 
tion, which, carefully as it is written, distresses the ear and 
detracts from the effect of what would otherwise be a fauitless 
work. For the "Reverie" we have nothing but praise. 
Amongst modern pieces of this class we could scarcely point 
to one which has so thoroughly pleased us. It commences 
vwith a healthy and melodious theme, quietly and appro- 
priately accompanied, the chromatic passages for the left 
h&nd in the second part being excellently contrasted with 
the placid opening. The second subject is perfectly charm- 
ing, and is treated with the tenderness it deserves, the mo- 
dulations aiding the intensity of its exDression by fowing 
na;turally through a sequence of keys until, by a skilful en- 
harmomc change, the original re-appears, the figure in the 
accompaniment being ef3 ectively preserved throughout. 
The return to the principal theme, with an altered bass 
brmgs the piece to a conclusion, leaving on the ear that 
satisfactory impression of completeness which is rare enough 
to Justify us in pronouncing a more favourable verdict upon 
Mr. Stephens's compositions than we have been able for 
some time conscientiously to do, even when pieces by more 
" popular " writers have been under review. 

J. MCDOWELL AND CO. 
Stz ptEces pour Ptano:- 

1. E3iimple Phrasq. 4. Perbsee Rt6sse. 
9. Melodie. 5. Marzne. 
3. Berceqbse. 6. Lamento. 

Composees par F. Peru 
TSE name of this composer is new to usl, but the six pieces 

before us prove that he desires not to write in the beaten 
track and if his music does not betray signs of :much origin- 
ality; it is certainly not for want of striving after it. 
Everyphrase however bears unmistakable evidence of its 
author being an accomplished musician * and we cannot but 
think that if he were to write more simply he would write 
better. No. 1 would be additionally attractive if the whole 
of the somewhat ugly ornamental passages were cut out 
The melody is pleasing; and, well played, with the exci- 
sions we harre mentioned, would no doubt be highly effective. 
No. 2 is a " Songwithout words," in A minor, clearly written 
carefully harmonized, and unexceptionable in its treatment 
throughout, but so thoroughly conventional in character as 
to call for no particular remark. No. 3 is in our opinion the 
best. It is difficult to be original in a " Berceuse," but the 
figure in the left hand part,which is maintained throughout 
gives so much point to the composition-the holding notes 
of the theme being in such excellent contrast with the 
accompaniment-that we cannot but imagine that this piece 
might become popular, were it separated from its compan- 
ions. The melody is extremely beautiful, and the harmonies 
mest appropriate, an enharmonic change (E flat, D sharp) 
being a point well worthy of attention. The Russian piece 
(No. 4) of course in a minor key, has but little interest * but 
No. 5 again shows the composer at his best. It is in 13arcarolle 
time; and the device adopted in the b-ass of following the 
doubly dotted crotchet by a semiquaver, and writing 3 over 
them, makes this important left-hand part universally 
intelligible. This characteristic accompaniment against 
the legato snelody is highly effective. No. 6, in a minor, has 
a pathetic theme, but the treatment of it is somewhat 
affected, the cadences, and introduction of the "Adagio 
religioso " giving a patchy air to the piece scarcely in 
accordance with its title. On the whole, however, as we 
have said, all the compositions show good intention and 
skill in workmanship, and on that account deserve especial 
notice. 
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Par Henri Kowalski 
MARCH1:S and Dances are so marked in rhythm that we 

¢annot wonder at the manner in which we are inundated 
with these manufactures in an age when the desire for new 
rather than good music is so univers&l. The truth is that 
a composer who can successfully catch the measure and 
special char&cteristics of such compositiolls has advsnced 
half way towards success * and a man therefore can turn out 
a "bold" March or a "spirited" Mazurkawith the same 
ease that he can make a Scotch air by the use of the Scotch 
scale. As a proof, however, of the essential difference 
between those which are composed to last and those which 
are written to sell, we may, in spite of the number daily 
added to theSalready l;arge store, count up with -but little 
expenditure of trouble, the few which have takentheirplace 
in the world's library of music, and may conclude that this 
collection will not be disturbed nor materially increased by 
smaller men than those by whom this legacy has been 
bequeathed. These observations have been forced upon us 
by an examination of the two works which lie be£ore us. 
Both are good-both are well writteny briJNiantand effeet*e- 
but we contend that we do not want them: every passage 
has been used before hundreds of times * and although the 
Galop is by far the better of the two, there are plenty as 
good, and even better alreadsr existing. Those, however, 
who do not agree with us, and eagerly seek for novelty, will 
find some effective passages in these pie¢es. LEDy the way as 
" J. McDowell " is advertised as sole agent to the ;' French 
Music Publishers' Company," we should be glad if he could 
use his influence to get the name of IIenri Kowalski's ne2at 
composition printed without the curves which we presume 
are intended to ornament the title-page of the "Galop de 
Bravoure ;" for even by placing our head in various uncom- 
fortable positions in order to follow the letters, we have 
ound it exceedingly difficult to read it at all. 

LAMBORN a O CK AND C O . 
Nocturne, " La Consolation ," for the Pianoforte. Com- 

posed by Claudius H. Couldery. 
MR. COULDERY, whohas alreadywritten someveryexcellent 

pieces, has scarcely, we think, made an advance in this 
Nocturne; and progress being the one thing which all young 
composers should aim at, his best friends are those who 
would urge him onward. It is unquestionably the work of 
a musician; but there is nothing which has not often been 
said before, and the passages marked 7veggxerarnente and 
legattsstrs7oo are trite and somewhat common-place. The 
best part of the eomposition is where the theme is accom- 
pa,nied with the rapid arLpeggto bass, and there is some 
effective writillg in the Cod. It is good to be able to com 
pose an elegant "teaching" piece; but " Songs without 
words " and " Nocturnes " will not build up a fame. 
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An Eventng Tho?sght, for the Pianoforte. By Sir J. 
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AN exceedingly graceful piece, by a composer whose 

lightest sketch shows the hand of a trained artist. The 
subject is extremely refined * and those who can sing upon 
the instruinent will be pleased to add this musicianlike 
trifle to their portfolio of " drawing-room " compositions. 
As amateurs so often attempt these pieces by themselves 
we cannot but think that it would be good if composers (as 
well for their own sake as for that of the performer) would 
occasionallymark a leading finger, for we are convinced 
that the want of this help deters many young players flsoln 
doing JUStice to passages which are perfectly within their 
powers. 
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the chord of D minor, and the second on the fifth of the 
chord of C, have an extremely pathetic eflect * and musical 
ears will be charmed with the beautiful harmonies with 
which the voice-part is coloured throughout. The words 
are well translated, and move most sympathetically with 
Dr. Hillers thoughtful music. 
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